
QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 

1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 

Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 

survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.  

Name   : 

SRN   : 

Phone Number : 

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 

Extensive Reading by marking the answer option. 

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

3. I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

4.  I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class. 



SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

9. There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class that is 

why I enjoy reading. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read more 

literature in English after taking an extensive reading class. 

SA. Strongly Agree  A. Agree  D. Disagree  SD. Strongly disagree 

 

Thank you for your time ☺ 
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�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

adesuniyawahda@gmail.com

Ade Suniya Wahda

1501240466

085820672746

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNj6L2ibF2eiYc3tM3U1j7nN12yIJJ… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNj6L2ibF2eiYc3tM3U1j7nN12yIJJ… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNj6L2ibF2eiYc3tM3U1j7nN12yIJJ… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjba2jlthl-NbBq--ik0uZzMN94K4T… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

wardaniahmad21@gmail.com

Ahmad Kusuma Wardani

1501240545

085750282263

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjba2jlthl-NbBq--ik0uZzMN94K4T… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjba2jlthl-NbBq--ik0uZzMN94K4T… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjba2jlthl-NbBq--ik0uZzMN94K4T… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgeTZedEp_vybIb7QtTR3BFeI8N… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

syihabauau@gmail.com

Aufa Syihab 

1501241557 

087816233722 

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgeTZedEp_vybIb7QtTR3BFeI8N… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgeTZedEp_vybIb7QtTR3BFeI8N… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgeTZedEp_vybIb7QtTR3BFeI8N… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhyoNfaywSEWp4lrM3JR-2A4GN… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

elisa.agustinas@gmail.com

Elisa Agustina

1501241504

087816678178

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhyoNfaywSEWp4lrM3JR-2A4GN… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhyoNfaywSEWp4lrM3JR-2A4GN… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhyoNfaywSEWp4lrM3JR-2A4GN… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhpnw6Sy20GsYZ2RBvKyDKzO… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

faharizaru@gmail.com

Fahrizal

1501240548

082154172705

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhpnw6Sy20GsYZ2RBvKyDKzO… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhpnw6Sy20GsYZ2RBvKyDKzO… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhpnw6Sy20GsYZ2RBvKyDKzO… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNg56Ml5WWbWAvLVa7CaZ1-wEz… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

zaitunnikmah20@gmail.com

Jaitun Nikmah

1501240487

081256196292

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNg56Ml5WWbWAvLVa7CaZ1-wEz… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNg56Ml5WWbWAvLVa7CaZ1-wEz… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNg56Ml5WWbWAvLVa7CaZ1-wEz… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgJhgrIwvchL3Jgd8YC15zhSfDrP… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

Jannatulfazriah@gmai.com

Jannatul Fazria

1501240488

082350864670

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgJhgrIwvchL3Jgd8YC15zhSfDrP… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgJhgrIwvchL3Jgd8YC15zhSfDrP… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgJhgrIwvchL3Jgd8YC15zhSfDrP… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiUajCqDv3B8-OyDriypculierJVM… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

Khairatunnisaicha@gmail.com

Khairatunnisa

1501241512

081254217804

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiUajCqDv3B8-OyDriypculierJVM… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiUajCqDv3B8-OyDriypculierJVM… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiUajCqDv3B8-OyDriypculierJVM… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgAr7iCkn1owbwen4hEfgzKsXxQ… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

lussy11.anggra@gmail.com

Lusi Anggraini

1501241517

082254268473

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgAr7iCkn1owbwen4hEfgzKsXxQ… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgAr7iCkn1owbwen4hEfgzKsXxQ… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgAr7iCkn1owbwen4hEfgzKsXxQ… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgQyNmnA5elRkiI8vQvuQ0L92C… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

miftahalfarhan9@gmail.com

MIFTAH AL FARHAN

1501241035

081254739668

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgQyNmnA5elRkiI8vQvuQ0L92C… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgQyNmnA5elRkiI8vQvuQ0L92C… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNgQyNmnA5elRkiI8vQvuQ0L92C… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjI34Q6wOgjIDCcf2bZinZLJKXun… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

m.akbar.arrizki97@gmail.com

Muhammad Akbar Arrizki

1501240552

089691840990

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjI34Q6wOgjIDCcf2bZinZLJKXun… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjI34Q6wOgjIDCcf2bZinZLJKXun… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNjI34Q6wOgjIDCcf2bZinZLJKXun… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhlifrIkv4YhFmDQrGzVYWfk36u_… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

nurulistiqomahuul@gmail.com

Nurul Istiqomah

1501240510

085246661942

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhlifrIkv4YhFmDQrGzVYWfk36u_… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhlifrIkv4YhFmDQrGzVYWfk36u_… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhlifrIkv4YhFmDQrGzVYWfk36u_… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCRZzioXKVuC_jKJ_G96B_fwst… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

rahmih11@gmail.com

Rahmi Hidayah

1501240515

082254846442

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCRZzioXKVuC_jKJ_G96B_fwst… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCRZzioXKVuC_jKJ_G96B_fwst… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCRZzioXKVuC_jKJ_G96B_fwst… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCcBeA3Ejl_Zt68JQyeL4vAanhf… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

rizkimaulana2388@gmail.com

Rizki Maulana

1501241572

081528283060

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCcBeA3Ejl_Zt68JQyeL4vAanhf… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCcBeA3Ejl_Zt68JQyeL4vAanhf… 3/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

5. I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

6. I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading Class.

7. I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading Class.

8. I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive
Reading class.



7/18/2018 QUESTIONNAIRE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNiCcBeA3Ejl_Zt68JQyeL4vAanhf… 4/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

9. �ere are many di�erent genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading Class
that is why I enjoy reading.

10. Extensive Reading Class has interesting materials and activities that is why I
read more literature in English a�er taking an extensive reading class.

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhQ9_IwU_nNCKZp5rGSzLJ3GA… 1/4

�UESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (that was adapted from the original attitude questionnaire from Davis et al, 
1992) is only a survey for research entitled English Department Students’ Attitude toward 
Extensive Reading, so that your honest answers will helpful. Your response will only be used for 
survey purposes. The results of this questionnaire will not affect your grade in the class.

wiwinastuti179@gmail.com

Wiwin Astuti

1501240543

081520918096

�UESTIONNAIRE

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each of these statements regarding 
Extensive Reading by marking the answer option.

Email address *

Name

SRN

Phone Number

FIFUAZ
Highlight
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PDCfy2JJzqom_YyjN8Z66Xtb0jrvFavQtFi3AtWsyWc/edit#response=ACYDBNhQ9_IwU_nNCKZp5rGSzLJ3GA… 2/4

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

SA. Strongly Agree

A. Agree

D. Disagree

SD. Strongly disagree

1. Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful.

2. I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read.

3. I �nd Extensive Reading personally rewarding.

4. I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading Class.
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Interview for Student 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

  



Student 1 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because by reading we gain 

information, find new vocabularies and more memorizing.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because it will be easier to 

understand the topics.  

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding due to its new vocabularies and 

new information. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class due to its easy of 

comprehension.  

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class due to the 

assignments. We resume the reading material containing various vocabularies. 

Besides, we indicate some vocabularies that we did not understand after guess the 

meaning at the end of the class.  

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because I 

focus on both reading and comprehension too much, so that I did not writing well.  

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

due to indirectly encouraging by lecturer to understand the topics.  

8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

unless lecturer ask it.  



9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading such as various articles, journal, book, novel, fairy 

tale, fable, etc. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class such as role 

play and digital story telling. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes. Sometimes, it was boring when there is no game.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. 

 

 

 

 



5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

I usually need a help for explaining the assignment first. I also take a long time on 

choosing the reading material because I need to consider the difficulties in the process of 

understanding the text. 

  



Student 2 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful due to the fact that reading is a 

process of knowledge accepting and a basic skill for producing knowledge.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because the reading material 

chosen fits my passion. Even though I do not like to read, I will keep reading it 

because there is interest in something that might be useful in the future. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because it gives us experiences of 

reading for pleasure that so much fun. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class which is also 

influenced by several previous reading classes. Therefore, the love in reading is 

starting to develop due to this class become a challenge to read more genres. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class according to 

experience in this class that understanding the vocabularies by context.  

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because I 

love speaking. According to my opinion, in writing process we have to do a 

textual and structured activity that I do not interested in. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because reading become a habit first and passion then. This is the same as our 

habit of reading the Qur’an smoothly because we often read it. 



8) I never / seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading 

class because reading is not my passion at the time. Therefore, I do not have any 

interest in reading activity. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. The various genres can be chosen according to our 

own interest and it was exciting. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. In addition to 

that, the importance of reading in English as universal language, read more 

literature in English is a must for me. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. Therefore, I take the first rows of seat due to my weakness in reading in order to 

ensure I do not miss the point of this class. The result is that I get good grades in this 

class. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. 

 

 

 



4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. We work on assignments in this class in groups, so we always do the assignments 

given. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Yes, we found some troubles in 3 to 4 meetings because we have to provide a different 

reading material for each group. Sometimes it is difficult to agree on what we choose. It 

is become different for individual assignment that is free and easy to get, there is no 

trouble. In addition to that, we have very pleasant lecturer in this class. 

  



Student 3 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because reading is my hobby. 

Generally, it is good for improving knowledge, especially language, vocabulary 

and pronunciation for English student. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read due to its interesting. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding especially for vocabularies 

because memorizing by practice is the best. 

4) I do not feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class, because I 

improve my reading skill by exploring reading experience in daily life. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class by guess the 

meaning first. 

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because I 

do not like writing with the following theory. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

due to its challenge in exploring our interest deeper.  

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because in previous reading class was a must to read before join the class for 

every meeting. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading in which become more exciting activity lately.  



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. We had a lot of 

exciting activity through this class. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes, my grade is good as well. 

  

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Twice. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. I collect my assignment punctually.  

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

There is no problem. It was easy to find something we love.  

  



Student 4 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because we can find many 

information, especially new vocabularies in which needed by English Department 

student. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because the reading material is 

according to our interest.  

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because reading new various 

genres, we find new various vocabularies as well. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class because reading 

various genres with interesting method become an interesting activity, so that we 

read in large numbers. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because the reading 

material such as thesis improve our vocabularies in which using scientific 

language. 

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because 

there is no writing activity. We just deliver our idea by speaking. New 

vocabularies we got here cannot used in writing yet. We need to learn how to put 

the vocabularies in particular sentences correctly first. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because we found different genres through each meeting. 



8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because I focus on reading on my interest only. This reading habit starts from 

awareness that reading is a necessity, especially reading material of academic 

language. 

9) There is limited genre of reading materials in Extensive Reading class due to self 

– providing reading material. It was difficult to find different genres in every 

week. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. I began to be 

challenged to start reading more often. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes, because the interesting class is worth waiting for. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often? 

Answer: 

Never, due to the pleasant lecturer and interesting class. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes, once I did not get the point of that assignment. After that, I complete both my 

individual and group assignments. It was not a difficult weekly assignment. 



5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

There is a problem on finding literature in a book. The sources are limited of authentic 

reading material. 

  



Student 5 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful for gaining information.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because I am kind of selective 

in reading.  

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding in order to make reading become 

easier activity. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class due to its many 

reading practice. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class through various 

reading material. 

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because more we 

read, better we write. Reading give us experience with vocabularies, diction and 

structure that can applied in writing activity then. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

through introduction to various English sources. 

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class in 

which current genre I interested in. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. It was many interesting options. 



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. Reading 

become easy to practice more through this class.  

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes, because I enjoy this class. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. I am kind of discipline person. In addition to that, attendance is one of assessment 

aspect. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. Assignment is an important point for class assessment as well. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

I can easily find the sources on internet. The reading material we found will be given to 

our classmates randomly, so that we share our reading material for each other. 

  



Student 6 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is useful enough. There are alternatives in gaining 

information as well, such as watching a video. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because the information easily 

reached and the process of reading become more imaginative.  

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding due to its technique of finding 

main idea of the text.  

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class because I do not 

like reading scientific material, so it helps me a lot to find out the main idea.  

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because a new 

reading material provides new various vocabularies.  

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class due to 

focus on reading, I did not find my writing better and I do not like writing as well. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

due its technique of finding main idea. I understand the text easily than before. 

8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because I used to think that reading is difficult and boring activity even after we 

read some literatures in another class.  

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. This class was not monotonous and developing 

imagination in reading. 



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. This class is 

interesting. There are many interesting method and various references in reading.  

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes. Pleasant lecturer and interesting class are exciting.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Yes, twice.  

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Once, because I did not know about the assignment. It was my fault actually.  

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Once, there is a problem in finding certain topic. After that, it was easy to find the 

sources. There are a lot of book provide the reading material.  

  



Student 7 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful due to developing both 

vocabularies and skill.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read due to more relax and focus on 

the material in which interesting. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because comparing to Intensive 

Reading class, this class has larger area of new reading material.  

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class because the 

reading activity does not in the classroom only. We are allowed to read in library 

and other interesting places. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because comparing 

to Intensive Reading, this class provide more new various vocabularies.  

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class due to summary 

method used in this class.  

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

including pronunciation by loud reading method.  

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class, for 

example reading in other class before. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. It is boring to read the same material over and over 

again. It is an interesting challenge for each different genre.  



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. We usually go 

outside to interesting places to read.  

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. The class is interesting and we usually go outside from the classroom.  

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer:  

Never. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Never, because the lecturer always to tell how to find the sources.  

  



Student 8 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because it is a good choice for 

spending time. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read due to its interest first and 

exciting then. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because it is a new method to love 

reading activity.  

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class due to its various 

interesting sources.  

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class due to its new 

method on memorizing vocabularies through Extensive Reading.  

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class. We only 

focus on reading, so that there is less writing activity in this class.  

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because pronounce correctly is a must in loud reading. 

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

such as articles and short story. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. It affects my interest in which larger area of reading. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. The class was 



interesting. There are new interesting methods in learning as well, such as make a 

poster and digital story telling 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes. I always follow lecturer’s instruction. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Twice.  

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never, because the transparently assessment process. The process of increasing score is 

according to our own effort. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Never, because we know how to find the sources. We can read effectively anytime and 

anywhere we want.  

  



Student 9 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful. It is good for insight and 

knowledge of student.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read due to its interesting. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because I read more through this 

class. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class because I found 

new technique of reading. 

5)  I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because there are 

many sources in which provide new various vocabularies. 

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because I found 

reading material of many writer with their own style that give me more 

knowledge in writing. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because I try to read native English writer with their different style comparing to 

foreign writer through this class. 

8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

unless for completing an assignment. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. We read a lot during this class. 



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. We have a lot 

of fun during this class and it affects me even after the class has end. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often? 

Answer: 

Never. 

  

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

It was easy to find our own interest. 

  



Students 10 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because reading can be useful 

activity in order to increase insight and knowledge. In addition to that, new ideas 

in writing will appear by reading.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because the choices we make 

are according to our preferences, so that it is easy to understand. Reading thing 

that we do not like makes us find difficult in understanding process. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because in this class, the reading 

material is large in which starting from fiction genre, newspaper to journal so that 

insight becomes larger, more references of English reading material such as the 

genre. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class due to the wide 

range of reading material. According to my opinion, every reading material has its 

own difficulties that influences the ability in reading. More we read, more we find 

difficulties. More reading experiences, more reading ability improving. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because every 

single writer has their own style, so that the using of vocabularies become 

different especially native English. We can improve our vocabularies at the same 

time by reading. 

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because I 

do not have interest in writing. 



7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because as I explained before, every writer has their own style the same as both 

foreign and native writer so that I choose reading material written by native 

English during this class. According to my opinion, this kind of material has its 

own challenges due to the structure of the sentences. 

8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because I read one and only genre that I like before.  

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. There are many various methods of each meeting as 

well. It was an interesting class. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class and 

unconsciously, understanding process in English text becomes better due to its 

various reading material. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Of course, pleasant lecturer and interesting class is waiting us every meeting. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

About 2 to 3 meetings due to my other business. 

 



4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes, because it was group homework and I ask for my friend help to collect mine. I just 

did not follow the presentation then. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Yes, I found it easily in internet and library. The lecturer also gives us link of the 

homepage of each topics we need. 

  



Student 11 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Yes, I strongly agree that reading is daily activity which is extremely useful 

because most of the knowledge we know, we found it from reading. I know most 

vocabularies from reading the text of game I played. 

2) I strongly agree that I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because it 

is easier to make you read the whole book rather than you forced yourself to read 

it, i.e. when someone love doing something, he/she could do it all day without 

burden. 

3) Yes, I agree that Extensive Reading personally rewarding, most of vocabularies 

that I know are the reward from my reading activity. 

4) Yes, agree that my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class because 

in Extensive Reading class, we always told to scan and skim the story and then 

make the conclusion from the stories. 

5) Yes, strongly agree that my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class 

because I have found many new vocabularies in Extensive Reading class, 

especially when we asked to read a novel. 

6) Yes, agree that my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class 

although we were rarely asked for writing in the class. 

7) Yes, I strongly agree that my ability to read in English gets better through 

Extensive Reading class because in Extensive Reading class we are free to read 

anything that we want, i.e. manga with English language, or anything in English. 



8) Yes, I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading 

class because I don't really into it, after the class, I feel motivated to read literature 

in English more often. 

9) Yes, there are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading 

class that is why I enjoy reading. Although I do not really understand what the 

meaning of different genres are, but my lecturer ever said that Extensive Reading 

is a free reading, you can read whatever you like, such as novels, comics, 

magazines, etc. 

10) Yes, Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I 

read more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. One of the 

activities that I remember is we were asked to remember a story, then we share 

the story in our own ways. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes, actually I do. Actually, I followed the class on last semester. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often? 

Answer: 

Yes, I have, twice if I am not mistaken 

 

 

  



4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never, because most of them was group assignment. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Actually no, but if I do, I will not have any trouble finding it because it is available in 

book store. 

  



Student 12 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because it always provides 

new knowledge. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read due to its appropriate level for 

me.  

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding especially new vocabularies that 

can be used in daily life.  

4)  I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class including 

improving pronunciation through loud reading in the class. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class. I find new 

vocabularies in which similar with vocabularies I have known before, but the new 

one is used for different purposes. Besides, I find vocabularies that I have known 

with different meaning in certain text as well. 

6)  I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because diction 

and structure are learned through reading as well. 

7)  I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class. 

We read in many numbers of genres. We read it aloud and improve the 

pronunciation.  

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class in 

which other reading classes. 



9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. Every student has their own participation in choosing 

reading material, so that we can explore many genres together. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. Grammar is 

one of my focus and I can find it easily through reading. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. 

 

 

 

 



5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

There are many interesting reading materials that providing in library and internet. It easy 

to find English text that appropriate to our level.  

  



Student 13 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because there are a lot of 

knowledge gaining by reading.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because it is boring to read 

things we are not interested in. Besides that, the gaining of both information and 

knowledge will be difficult as well.  

3)  I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because I more like reading due to 

this class. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class by technique of 

reading we got here. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because the reading 

material applied a different style of vocabularies using, comparing to us. It seems 

like synonym in higher level of diction.  

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because more we 

read, more we memorize the written word and sometimes spoken word as well 

due to reading loudly technique. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

due to various reading material for every week. The most impressive one is 

reading of thesis. Both vocabularies and structure used there quite different from 

daily sentences. 



8) I usually read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because there are several classes before that encourage us to read, in addition to 

that, I love reading indeed. I often join competition of scientific papers in which I 

have to read a lot first. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading such as novel, comic, thesis and articles with various 

topics.  

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. There are a lot 

of interesting methods such as games using in Extensive Reading class, but most 

of them is reading novel so that less experience in academic reading material. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. I always complete the assignments.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often? 

Answer: 

About once to twice.  

 

 

 

 



4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer:  

Never. Because most of assignment in this class is group work, so that we finishing it 

together and ensure everyone get the part. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

It was quite difficult in finding book because every group have to find a book for another 

group according to each group interest. After that, the teaching practice is difficult 

enough as well.  

  



Student 14 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful because it is a need for 

ourselves. Therefore, I have to read every day. 

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because everyone has their 

own interest toward something, in this case reading. I love reading about 

everything I like. I will read it with pleasure. It will be different when someone 

ask me to read about something I do not like. Maybe, I will not read that. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding because I used to read in 

Indonesian before Extensive Reading class. I enjoy read English text lately.  

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class as I mentioned 

before, it feels like my level of reading become higher. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class because various 

new reading material produce various new vocabularies. 

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because in 

addition to reading, I memorizing the correct written word at the same time. 

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class 

because I can understand the meaning easily. 

8) I seldom read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because it used to difficult to understand the English text. 



9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading in some case such as fiction and magical novel. I can 

choose any genre that I like. 

10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. In addition to 

that, the pleasant lecturer, interesting assignments and attractive method of this 

class are exciting.  

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes. I love to take the first rows of seat but sometimes we arrange the formation. It does 

not a matter of seat because the lecturer is really pleasant. 

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Twice, but I completed the homework first and collect it even I could not join the class. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. 

 

 



5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Never. Lecturer provides optional link of various material on internet and various both 

journal and book from the library.  

  



Student 15 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful. Reading is my hobby. More 

we read, more knowledge we gain.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read because there is no compulsion 

in choosing the reading material. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding. I learn more by Extensive 

Reading class, comparing to other reading classes.  

4) I do not feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class due to its 

group work and all member of the group did not get the same opportunity. There 

are some students that standing out more than others. One to two students only 

that know the material well. 

5) I do not feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class due to less 

opportunity in group work.  

6) I do not feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class because 

we seldom to write. We only present results of the group discussion by spoken 

and only several students get the opportunity for taking a part in the process of 

presentation.  

7) I do not feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading 

class due to the less opportunity for every student as I explained before.  



8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class 

because reading is my hobby. Besides, lecturer provides old reading material in 

this class.  

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

but it was not interesting genre. 

10) Extensive Reading class has not interesting materials and activities. Neither 

interesting material nor activities, even tend to monotonous. But I still love 

reading because it is my hobby.  

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Not really. I did not take participation a lot.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Once or twice.  

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer:  

Never. It was group work, so that there will be completed by some member of the group. 

 

  



5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

Both first and second meeting is quite difficult to find the reading material because the 

topics are determined by lecturer. After that, there is no problem. We easily find it in 

library and internet as well.  

  



Student 16 

1. Why do you agree/disagree with the statement? 

Answer: 

1) Reading is daily activity which is extremely useful. It helps me in getting new 

information.  

2) I enjoy reading if I can choose what I want to read. It is exciting to read an 

interesting information. 

3) I find Extensive Reading personally rewarding. It is appropriate reading material, 

so that I can easily get the information. 

4) I feel my reading skill is developed in Extensive Reading class especially reading 

in English text. 

5) I feel my vocabulary is developed in Extensive Reading class. It encourages us to 

read our interest in larger area.  

6) I feel my writing ability is developed in Extensive Reading class. It helpful in 

structure and diction as well.  

7) I feel my ability to read in English gets better through Extensive Reading class. I 

found new various genres in which interesting. 

8) I often read the literature in English before taking an Extensive Reading class in 

which only genre I get interested in. 

9) There are many different genres of reading materials in Extensive Reading class 

that is why I enjoy reading. It becomes challenge to read more. 



10) Extensive Reading class has interesting materials and activities that is why I read 

more literature in English after taking an Extensive Reading class. Reading 

becomes a new habit through this class. 

 

2. Do you follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer: 

Yes.  

 

3. Have you ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often?  

Answer: 

Never. 

 

4. Have you ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? Why? 

Answer: 

Never. 

 

5. Are you looking for your own reading material for Extensive Reading class? If so, are 

you having trouble finding it? 

Answer: 

I find the reading material easily. I go to library with my classmates sometimes. In 

addition, I find that on internet. 

 

 



Interview for Lecturer 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

3. Does follow Extensive Reading class well? 

4. Have ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How often? 

5. Have ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading class? 

  



Lecture 1 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

Answer:  

No, because we discuss this syllabus with all lecturers. Therefore, the syllabus has 

already good. 

 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes, because it is Extensive Reading class. I also control their improvement through it. 

 

3. Does (student 2, student 10, student 14) follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. Their grades are good. 

 

4. Have (student 2, student 10, student 14) ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? 

How often? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once to twice. 

 

 

 



5. Have (student 2, student 10, student 14) ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading 

class? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once. 

  



Lecture 2 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

Answer:  

Not, because I have arranged the topics from simple – complicated. 

 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes, they only need to choose the tittle/topic by their own interest. 

 

3. Does (student 4, student 11, student 13) follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. 

 

4. Have (student 4, student 11, student 13) ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? 

How often? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once. 

 

5. Have (student 4, student 11, student 13) ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading 

class? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once. 



Lecture 3 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

Answer:  

No, because the syllabus has already good. 

 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes. Because they have to read with pleasure. 

 

3. Does (student 6, student 7, student 15) follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. Their grades are good. 

 

4. Have (student 6, student 7, student 15) ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How 

often? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once to twice. 

 

5. Have (student 6, student 7, student 15) ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading 

class? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once. 



Lecture 4 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

Answer:  

No, because the syllabus has already good. 

 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

Answer: 

Yes, because in my class, more they read, better their grades. Therefore, they have to 

choose their own reading material according to their interest in order to read a lot. 

 

3. Does (student 1, student 8, student 9, student 12) follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. Their grades are good. 

 

4. Have (student 1, student 8, student 9, student 12) ever been absent in Extensive Reading 

class? How often? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once to twice. 

  



5. Have (student 1, student 8, student 9, student 12) ever missed an assignment in Extensive 

Reading class? 

Answer:  

Never. They fully control their own grades by completing the assignments. Therefore, the 

grades according to their own effort. 

  



Lecture 5 

1. Is there any material in the syllabus that you want to change in Extensive Reading class? 

Why? 

Answer:  

Not, because I have arranged the topics from simple – complicated. 

 

2. Do you ask students to look for their own reading material? Why? 

Answer:  

Yes, they only need to choose the tittle/topic by their own interest. 

 

3. Does (student 3, student 5, student 16) follow Extensive Reading class well? 

Answer:  

Yes. 

 

4. Have (student 3, student 5, student 16) ever been absent in Extensive Reading class? How 

often? 

Answer:  

Yes, about once. 

 

5. Have (student 3, student 5, student 16) ever missed an assignment in Extensive Reading 

class? 

Answer:  

Never. 
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